SPI Cohesive & Supportive Culture Initiative Meeting 11

Division of Student Affairs
Wednesday December 10, 2014
Agenda

1. Updates
2. Details
3. Conferences
4. Attendees
5. Timeline
6. Comm’s Plan
7. Kudos
SPI Meetings

• Remove small group meetings from BCAL since we are now meeting together in APR - starting on Dec. 19th

• Thank you Mark Kinnard for scheduling future meetings and demonstrating a Commitment to Excellence
Proposal Details

- Proposal needs to tell the story
  - why are we using these models? L&D
  - what are our recommendations and why?
  - what we will need from Exec’s? release time for staff, best time for their operation
- Final edit of proposal so it is a narrative with single voice
Conferences

- What is a conference? Include a sample agenda
- Resources needed
- How many? - dates/times/locations
  - How many conferences and walkthroughs are needed to widen the circle?
Conference Attendees

● Number of attendees - goals by AVC area, department, position type, etc - using consultant recommendations. For example:
  ○ Goal of 500 staff; 100 student staff attendees? Why? (GPTW rec 10-15%)
  ○ 1 conference per AVC area? 2 for RSSP? Better to mix departments?
● How will attendees be selected?
Visual Timeline

- Best time by department
- Strategy: conferences for majority; walkthroughs for more challenging time schedules? How does the face to screen survey fit in?
- Principles: widen the circle; connecting peoples and ideas
Comm’s Plan

(Caravan model aka roadshow schedule)

- Starts the process of awareness of conferences
- Proposal from Comm’s by Friday 12/12/14
- Need plan to schedule
Kudos to two Lonely Nut’s Joe & Amy
IT'S BREAK TIME
Team Time
Student Affairs Strategic Planning Initiative
Organizational Chart  
(Dec. 2014)
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